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Abstract. In the age of Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data, Artificial Intelligence for
IT Operations (AIOps) plays an important role to enhance IT operations. Such operation
tasks include automation, performance monitoring, and event correlations among others.
Although AIOps has proved to be important, it has not received much academic attention.
Thus, by means of Multivocal Literature Review, this study is aiming to define AIOps,
the benefits gained from it, the challenges an organization might face, and finally, what
lies in the foreseen future of the AIOps. The findings revealed that adopting AIOps helps
in monitoring IT work, efficient time saving, improved human-AI collaboration, proactive IT work, and faster mean time to recovery (MTTR). However, there are also reported
challenges like doubt about the efficiency of artificial intelligence and machine learning,
low-quality data, identifying use cases, constrained by traditional engineering approaches. In conclusion, this study aims to contribute to the body of knowledge to the
adaptation of AIOps in IT industry and may benefit IT organizations. Finally, further
research can be done to better understand how AIOps provides human augmentation to
enhance human productivity in terms of senses, cognition, and human action.
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Introduction

Information Technology (IT) has transformed almost every industry and created an impact from business to everyday life. As technology is becoming a crucial part of society,
IT installations are becoming larger and more complex, especially for large-scale data
centers [1]. The increasing number of systems and applications is creating new challenges and the communication among these applications makes the interconnectivity so
narrow that applications become inseparable and complicated living ecosystem [2]. At
the same time, IT operators are challenged to complete the complex task manually without additional automation and assistance [3]. Moreover, support services are challenged
due to improper incident management, problem management, and service level management [4]. In order to minimize these challenges, IT service management (ITSM)
plays an important role as it delivers the quality of the IT services in the best possible
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way by implementing, managing, and delivering the quality product to meet the business needs [5]. ITSM ensures the proper mix of people, processes, and technology
which helps to reduce the risk of losing business opportunities and client trust [5, 6].
In the last years there is a move towards a continuous improvement of ITSM [7] in
which, following standards like ITIL or CMMi Service, there is a continuous approach
in getting maturity, including personnel aspects as one of the cornerstones of the approach [8]. Other approaches include the implementation of service management offices [9], co-creation approaches [10] or gamification [11], citing some of the current
developments. A broad review of the new approaches could be found in the work of
Marrone and Hammerle [12]. Traditionally, ITSM facilitates cost savings, reduced occurrences of incidents, and increased customer satisfaction [6]. However, the shift to
multi-cloud environments, DevOps, microservices architectures, and rapid data growth
are increasing IT complexity [13] that IT operators are increasingly unable to deal with
[14]. Thus, it has become clear that the IT business itself needs a digital transformation
to cope with the increasing operational uncertainty and its costs [3, 14]. This digital
transformation must be constructed upon, among other factors, artificial intelligence.
Given the growing interest and investment in this process, Gartner introduced the
concept of Algorithmic IT Operations back in 2016. Later on, it was changed to Artificial Intelligence for IT operations (AIOps) based on public opinion [15]. AIOps explores the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to control and optimize IT services [3]. It
uses Big data, machine learning, and other advanced computational tools to develop IT
operations directly and indirectly [16]. Moreover, it provides strategic insights and suggestions to minimize errors, boost mean time to recovery (MTTR), and effectively distribute computing resources [14, 17–19] in the look for lowering also personnel costs
[20], an aspect crucial for modern IT [21].
Besides, AIOps has started getting more industry attention in literature as well as in
research [14, 22]. So far, this specific branch of the IT industry is seeing massive
growth, as new products, open-source projects, and service provider companies are
emerging. In fact, Gartner predicts that 40% of the large business will combine machine
learning and big data to replace legacy services by 2022, however, only 5% were using
it by 2018 [15]. Tools in the AIOps panorama include AppDynamics, BigPanda, SL1,
Instana, Dynatrace, Moogsoft, PagerDuty, SysTrack, Optanix, DataDog or Splunk,
naming just some of the most important tools available in the market early 2021 [23].
Despite of the importance of AIOps, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of
work devoted to review and provide insights on the use of AI for IT Operations. Therefore, this study aims to identify the definition of AIOps, its benefits and opportunities
as well as its challenges by conducting a multivocal literature review (MLR). The
search string is applied to two databases (Google Scholar and Google Search). In fact,
no prior literature review on AIOps, with the same objective as the one proposed in this
study is available. However, there is a systematic mapping study conducted by Notaro
et al., [3] to identify the past research in AIOps. These authors considered data-driven
approaches based on ML and data mining for searching for and identifying relevant
studies. They performed the searches in 3 database libraries (IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, and arXiv). The result of the study is a taxonomy in which the majority of
papers is associated with failure-related tasks (62%), i.e. anomaly detection and root
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cause analysis. Our work will complement the work performed by these authors adding
also insights from grey literature as well as more recent works on the topic.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the background about
AI and AIOps. Section 3 presents the research methodology including research questions and the data collection procedure. Section 4 presents results of the research questions and the limitation of the study. Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.

2

Background

2.1

Artificial Intelligence

Nilsson et al. [24] define Artificial Intelligence (AI) as “that activity devoted to making
machines intelligent…[where] intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function correctly and with foresight in its environment”.
AI is not relatively a new term [25]. The concept of modern-day AI was created in
1955, by Mr. John McCarthy along with Marvin Minsky, Nathan Rochester, and Claude
Shannon in a conference at Dartmouth by submitting a proposal named 'A proposal for
the Artificial Intelligence Summer Research Project in Dartmouth' [26]. Although AI
was introduced back then, currently the discipline has gained momentum both in popularity and real repercussion. Over time, AI is making some impact in society and it is
often associated with the term “Machine Learning” (ML) or “deep learning” [25, 27].
AI is the blend of various advanced technologies having the capabilities of replicating and/or improving different human tasks and cognitive capabilities such as image
and speech recognition, planning, and learning [28]. More precisely, AI is a technological domain with core components such as Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) platforms, predictive Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs), and image and speech recognition tools [29]. More importantly, the
reason electronic devices and machines are assumed to be crossing the boundaries is
due to the blend of technologies, knowledge, and materials. In fact, most groundbreaking elements lie in the AI-equipped machines to change their actions and alter their
objective based on the previous experience as well as in response to changing environment [30, 31].
While AI has become an integral part of common applications, a study by McKinsey
Global Institute predicts that the use of AI in industries will result in a USD 13 trillion
global value-added contribution by 2030 [32]. In addition, The International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that global spending on AI and ML will be double, rising from
$50.1 billion in 2020 to over $110 billion by 2024 [33]. Thus, this trend also should be
addressed seriously which might also have a direct or indirect impact on AIOps.
2.2

Artificial Intelligence for IT operations (AIOps)

As mentioned earlier, AIOps is the combination of Artificial Intelligence for IT operations. In particular, Gartner states that "AIOps platforms utilize big data, modern ma-
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chine learning and other advanced analytics technologies to directly and indirectly enhance IT operations (monitoring, automation and service desk) functions with proactive, personal and dynamic insight. AIOps platforms enable the concurrent use of multiple data sources, data collection methods, analytical (real-time and deep) technologies, and presentation technologies." [34].
AIOps evolved from the need to monitor and analyze the activities performed in an
IT environment (both hardware and software), such as processor use, application response times, API usage statistics, and memory loads [18]. AIOps offers the information needed to filter out the info required for faster and safer decisions with intelligent data correlation and dynamic pattern analysis, techniques that are not possible by
means of classic methods [22].
In recent years, AIOps has evolved and now it offers a wide variety of tools for
different applications from resource and complexity management to task scheduling,
anomaly detection, and recovery [22, 35, 36]. Besides, OpsRamp [37] conducted a survey named “The OpsRamp State of AIOps Report” of 200 IT managers throughout the
United States to understand their experience with AIOps. The result of the study
showed that 85% of responses were for automating the tedious tasks, followed by, 80%
suppression/de-duplication/correlation of alerts, and 77% reduction in open incident
tickets. In fact, a study by Digital Enterprise Journal shows that, since 2018, there has
been an 83% increase in the number of companies implementing or looking to deploy
AIOps capabilities in their IT operations [38].

3

Research Methodology

To address the goal of this study, a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) was conducted
based on the guideline provided by [39]. A MLR is a form of systematic literature review that allows us to include primary, secondary as well as grey literature (e.g., blog
posts, videos, and white papers) [39]. Such an approach is gaining interest in academic
literature [39] and it diminishes the gap by combining the knowledge of the state of arts
and practice. As a result of its usefulness, there are many recent studies in computing
at large including aspects on microservices [40], function as a service [41] or software
as a service [42], mentioning just some of the most recent publications.
In what follows, a brief description of the research procedure is presented including
a description of the three research questions for this study and an explanation of the
search strategy adopting, mentioning and discussing aspects on data sources, search
string used, search process and search execution.
3.1

Research Questions

The goal of this MLR is to get a state of the art and practice related to AIOps by defining
AIOps, the benefits gained from it, and the challenges organizations adopting AIOps
might face. Based on the above goal, three research questions (RQs) are formulated:
RQ1: How does the literature define AIOps?
RQ2: What are the reported benefits of AIOps?
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RQ3: What are the reported challenges of AIOps?
3.2

Search Strategy

The scope of this step is to characterize the search and evaluation strategy for identifying the primary studies. This allows a thorough search of the available literature needed
to answer the proposed research questions. Fig. 1 depicts an overview of the process.

Fig. 1. Overview of the search process.

Data source. To conduct a literature review, data on AIOps were collected by using
two search engines: Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com/) and Google Search
(http://www.google.com/). For this study, both engines were estimated to be adequate
since they cover all major publishing venues (i.e., IEEE, ScienceDirect, Springer, ACM
or Wiley). Google Scholar was used to collecting the scientific literature while grey
literature was collected using Google Search.
Search term. The search string is constructed in order to retrieve the most relevant
literature on AIOps. As AIOps is relatively a new term, “AIOps” was identified as the
search string to have the broader scope of the results and to answer the aforementioned
research questions.
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Search process. The search process allows us to select primary studies from the scientific literature (Google Scholar). The process is comprised of four phases that follow a
test-retest approach to reduce bias in the selection process. The same process was also
conducted to identify grey literature on Google Search. The four phases are as follows:
Phase 1. Initial search. The search string was applied to the search engines in order to
identify the literature related to topic under review. Searches are limited to title, abstract, and keywords. In terms of timeline, our study was conducted in February 2021,
and thus we included the papers published until that time.
Phase 2. Remove duplicates. Studies identified during phase one of the selection process will be checked in order to remove the duplicates. If duplication is identified, papers providing detailed information such as an abstract or the full text of the paper,
complete references of the publication will be selected.
Phase 3. First selection process. Studies selected in phase two will be evaluated with
inclusion and exclusion criteria. In this phase, the title and abstract of each paper will
be reviewed. If the papers are out of inclusion criteria papers will be completely discarded however if the papers fall under inclusion criteria, papers will be selected for
the next phase.
Phase 4. Second selection process. Studies selected during phase three will be reviewed
thoroughly. This stage will be done to ensure that publication contains the relevant information for the study under review. This approach helps in omitting irrelevant literature.
Search criteria. The search criteria aim at identifying those studies that provided direct
empirical evidence about our research questions. In order to narrow down the initial
search results, a general set of inclusion and exclusion criteria were established (see
Table 1).
Search execution. The search procedure was carried out using the method described
above. However, it is worth mentioning that search space was restricted using the relevance ranking approach (e.g., Google's PageRank algorithm) while using Google
Search. In this case, the above search string was applied to the Google Search and returned 1,140,000 results. However, after observation, it is found that only the first few
pages were relevant for the study. Therefore, in this work authors adopted an approach
to proceed further only if needed as proposed in [43]. In other words, (n+1)th page was
checked only if the result on nth page was found relevant. In Google Scholar, the same
search string was applied and returned 435 results. In this case, all papers retrieved from
Google Scholar were reviewed by researchers.
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Table 1. Summary of inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria
Studies discuss the concept of AIOps.
Studies that highlighted benefits of AIOps.
Studies that highlighted challenges of AIOps.
Studies written in English language.

Exclusion criteria
Studies are not relevant to AIOps.
Studies are inaccessible.
Studies contained a summary only.
Studies that are duplicated/repeated.

Fig. 1 shows a summary of the search results. First, the search strings were applied
in Google Scholar and Google Search. The initial results include 1,140435 results
(Google Scholar returned 435 results and Google Search returned 1,140,000). In the
first phase, 1140387 results were excluded after reviewing the title, keywords, and abstract. And this resulted in 56 articles, in Phase 2, all the duplicate papers were removed,
which left 54 papers. Then, those papers were checked with inclusion/exclusion criteria
again and the total papers were 31. Afterward, full texts were analyzed, and 20 studies
were selected. Finally, a snowballing approach was carried out and 7 papers were selected. Table 2 shows the papers selected from full reading (20) and snowballing (7)
approaches.
Table 2. Paper selected from full reading and snowballing.
Full Reading

Google Search
15
[18, 34, 44–56]

Google Scholar
5 [1, 3, 14, 22, 57]

Snowballing

3

4

[37, 58, 59]

[60–63]

Total
20
7

All 27 papers were sorted in a reference manager tool, namely Zotero. To ensure the
inclusion of all relevant papers, forward and backward snowballing approach was used
as recommended by MLR guidelines, on the set of sources already in the pool. Forward
snowballing is identifying articles that have cited the articles found in the search and
backward snowballing is identifying articles from the reference lists.
All the selected sources were used to answer the three research questions listed in
Section 3.1. Table 3 presents the search results according to the research questions and
the search engines. First column presents RQs, second and third, presents the number
of papers collected from Google Scholar and Google Search to answer the specific research question. Based on the select studies, it is observed that 8 out of 27 (30%)
sources are related to challenges while 16 (60%) are related to benefits. Therefore, the
selected sources reported more challenges than benefits in the AIOps scope.
Table 3. Sources and their relevance to research questions.
RQs
RQ1 (Definition)
RQ2 (Benefits)
RQ3 (Challenges)

Google Scholar
2
[22, 57]
6
[1, 3, 14, 60, 61, 63]
2
[22, 62]

Google Search
4
[18, 44, 45, 58]
10 [18, 34, 46–50, 56, 58, 59]
6
[37, 51–55]
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4

Results

In the following sections, the results of the MLR with regards to the RQs, limitation
and trends of the study are presented. The results of the search process are analyzed
taking into account the selected sources retrieved from both the grey and formally published literature and the RQs formulated.
4.1

Trends

As mentioned above, a total of 27 sources are included in this MLR (see the bibliographic details in appendix A). To visually see the growth of the field (AIOPs), we
report next a summary on the trends in the final pool of sources, based on two aspects:
number of sources by source type and number of sources per year (growth of attention
in this area) by literature type (formally published versus grey literature).
Fig. 2 shows the number of sources by source type in each of the two categories:
formally-published versus grey literature. In the formally-published literature category,
there were 6 conference paper followed by 2 journal papers and 1 book chapter. In the
grey literature category, there were 10 blog post and 8 web pages. It is not surprising
that the grey literature in this area has surpassed the formally published literature due
to the contextual fact that the AIOps term and discussions have their origins in industry.

Fig. 2. Number of sources by year.

Fig. 3 shows the cumulative number of sources per year. As one can see, sources in
both literature categories have been on a steady increasing trend from 2017 to 2020.
However, there is a group of web pages (4 out of 27 sources) in which their year of
publication is not available (N/A) while there is one web page in 2021. The formally
published literature in this area seems to start around year 2019, denoting the increasing
attention of scholars on this important topic.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative number of sources by year (No Available, N/A).

Before analyzing the paper, we got an overview of the topics covered in the sources
according to their titles. Word clouds are a suitable tool for this purpose. Fig. 4 shows
a word cloud of all sources (we used the online tool https://www.wordclouds.com/).

Fig. 4. Overview of topics shown by the word cloud of all source titles.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows an overview of the results as observed in the selected studies.
Businesses are turning to AI, ML or Big data for IT operations (AIOps). As one can
see, there are a set of benefits (see section 4.3) and challenges (see section 4.4) related
to AIOps. In fact, previous research identified AIOps contributions in failure management and resource provisioning [3]. The first one is related to how to deal with undesired behavior in the delivery of IT services while second one is about allocation of
energetic, computational, storage and time resources for the optimal delivery of IT services.
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Fig. 5. Overview of the results as observed in the selected studies.

4.2

Definition of AIOps (RQ1)

Although there is still not a generally accepted definition of AIOps, in order to answer
this question, 6 papers were selected of which two are scientific literature and the remaining 4 are grey literature. The scientific literature [22] highlights that AIOps seeks
to empower software and service engineers to use AI and ML techniques to develop
software and services that are easy to handle in an accessible and productive way. On
the other hand, the grey literature defined AIOps as a new approach for automating and
enhancing IT operations through ML and analytics in order to identify and respond to
IT operational issues in real-time [18, 45, 58]. According to [57], a leading company in
Cambridge Massachusetts named Forrester has defined AIOps as follows:
“AIOps primarily focuses on applying machine learning algorithms to create selflearning— and potentially self-healing—applications and infrastructure. A key to analytics, especially predictive analytics, is knowing what insights you’re after.”
Similarly, techopedia dictionary defines [44]:
“AIOps is a methodology that is on the frontier of enterprise IT operations. AIOps automates various aspects of IT and utilizes the power of artificial intelligence to create
self-learning programs that help revolutionize IT services.”
4.3

Benefits of AIOps (RQ2)

AIOps is relatively young and far from a mature technology, even so, it already has
reported some potential benefits. To answer this question, 16 papers were selected, 6
are scientific literature while the remaining 10 are grey literature. The right side of Fig.
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5 shows the identified benefits grouped in 5 categories: i) Monitoring IT work, ii) Efficient time saving, iii) Improved human-AI collaboration, iv) Proactive IT work, and
v) Faster MTTR.
Monitoring IT work. AIOps solutions monitor and analyze the activities performed in
an IT environment (both hardware and software), e.g. processor use, application response times, API usage statistics, and memory loads [18, 61]. These analytics and ML
capabilities allow AIOps to perform powerful root cause analysis that speeds up troubleshooting and solution to difficult and unusual problems [47, 59] e.g., if the workload
traffic exceeded a normal threshold by a certain percentage, the AIOps platform could
add resources to the workload or migrate it to another system or environment much like
a human admin does [56].
Efficient timesaving. When AIOps platforms are set up properly the time and effort of
IT professionals can be spent on more productive tasks in their jobs [1, 34, 47]. Meaning, less time to spend with routine request and system monitoring every day [14, 46].
Therefore, IT teams can work on innovative tasks to add value to the business [50, 61].
Improved human-AI collaboration. Collaboration and workflow activities between
IT teams and other business units can be enhanced by AIOps [14, 49]. Given that AIOps
learns from the input data, they can automate the process requiring less human effort.
In this sense, customized reports and dashboards can help teams to understand their
tasks and requirements faster and better, and to communicate with others without having to understand the complexity of the various areas in detail [18, 60]. Moreover, the
IT operations team can focus on tasks with greater strategic value to the business [60].
As an example, if AI teams get specific alerts to meet the service level threshold instead
of being loaded with an alert from the various environment, IT teams can respond to
them more quickly and possibly stops the slowdown and outages of the services with
less effort [18].
Proactive IT work. AIOps reduces the operational burden of IT systems and facilities
with constructive actionable dynamic insight by utilizing big data, machine learning,
and other advanced analytics technologies to boost IT operations [47, 58]. This means
that AIOps platforms can provide predictive warnings that allow potential issues to be
solved by IT teams before they lead to slow-downs or outages. In fact, a survey from
6000 global IT leaders about AIOps revealed that 74% of the IT professionals want to
use proactive monitoring and analytics tools [48]. However, 42% of them are still using
monitoring and analytics tools reactively to detect and fix technological challenges and
issues.
Faster MTTR. MTTR is the average time taken to resolve an outage and restore service to end-users. AIOps assists the IT operators in finding the root causes and assist in
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finding the solutions quicker and more effectively than humanly possible [3]. Infrastructure failure must be addressed at ever-increasing speeds. According to [18], it
saves millions of dollars by avoiding direct (fines, opportunity costs) and indirect (customer dissatisfaction and lost reference) costs in IT operation. In fact, one study highlights that MTTR can be reduced from 60 minutes to 30 seconds with the help of AIOps
[63].
4.4

Challenges of AIOps (RQ3)

Despite that AIOps shows real promise as a path to success, it upholds some challenges
from both technical and non-technical perspectives [22]. To understand the challenges
a total of 8 papers were identified, 2 papers are scientific literature while the remaining
6 papers are grey literature. The left side of Fig. 5 shows the identified challenges
grouped into 4 categories: i) Doubt about the efficiency of AI&ML, ii) Low-quality
data, iii) Identifying the use cases, and iv) Traditional engineering approaches.
Doubt about the efficiency of AI&ML. AIOps solutions’ basic approach is to learn
from experience to predict the future and to recognize trends from huge volumes of
data [22]. However, IT professionals who are already working in the field for a while
are questioning the efficiency of analytics and ML, even after realizing the need for
digital transformation [53, 62]. One possible explanation is their previous experience
on piloted projects or attempted analytics projects in-house or with other suppliers
which resulted in failed or mixed responses [22]. Therefore, it seems that businesses
require more time to develop trust in the validity and reliability of recommendations
from AIOps [37].
Low-quality data. The performance of the AIOps highly depends on the quality of the
data [53]. While major cloud providers capture terabytes and even petabytes of telemetry data every day/month today, there is still a shortage of representative and highquality data for developing AIOps solutions [22]. It is simply becoming too complex
for manual reporting and analysis. In this scenario, current issues are noisy data, irregular or inadequate reporting frequencies, and even inconsistent naming convention [51,
53]. Besides, essential pieces of information are “unstructured” types of data presenting
poor data quality[53]. Therefore, a constant improvement of data quality and quantity
is essential, taking into account that AIOps solutions are based on data [22].
Identifying the use cases. Use cases in the AIOps is the process of analyzing and identifying the challenges and opportunities across the IT operation environment [51]. In
addition, building the models to solve these problems and monitoring the performance
of the developed model [55]. Companies believe using AI and ML related features will
increase the efficiency of current development within the organization [52]. However,
without identifying the underlying issue AIOps implementation might not be effective
[51]. As AIOps solutions require analytical thought and adequate comprehension of the
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whole problem space such as market benefit and constraints, development models and,
considerations of system and process integration [22]. Therefore, the organization
should start examining underlying systems, applications, and processes from the top
level and decide the integration of AIOps to have the greatest leverage [51].
Traditional engineering approach. Successful AIOps implementation requires significant engineering efforts [22]. As it is relatively young and far from mature technology only limited AIOps-engineer are available [22]. Therefore, instead of focusing on
building new AIOps initiative, reshaping the existing approach and processes in the
organizations is important for the new realities of digital business [54, 55]. These works
indicate that traditional approaches do not work in dynamic, elastic environments.
However, ideal practice/principles/design patterns are yet to be established in the industry [53].
4.5

Limitations and Potential Threat to Validity

In order to make sure that this review is repeatable, the systematic approach is described in Section 3.2. However, despite that search engines, search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria are carefully defined and reported, there are some limitations in
the selection process that can lead to incomplete set of primary studies.
As a single term has been used in the search string (AIOps), the main threat to the
validity of our study is that the literature regarding AIOps is still scarce. A significant
part of the available information about AIOps comes from informal publication channels as blogs. In order to mitigate risk of finding all relevant studies, we included publications that apparently are not peer reviewed but that we consider being of high
enough quality or that have already been cited by peer reviewed publications.
For controlling threats due to search engines, we have included an academic database
“Google scholar” and a general web search database “Google search”. Moreover, a
snowballing process of the selected studies was done to ensure that other relevant studies had been included. While this introduces a subjective quality assessment step that
has the risk of being biased, it gives us the opportunity to provide a definition of AIOps
according to how the term is currently being used by scholars and practitioners.
In addition, applying inclusion/exclusion criteria can suffer from researchers’ bias.
To reduce researcher biases, two authors were actively involved in the search process
while the remaining author supervised all the process. We also limited ourselves to
publications written in English so that relevant studies in other languages are missed
out. Therefore, although, we recognized that additional relevant published studies may
have been overlooked, we believe that our MLR provides an adequate overview of the
field. Finally, it worth to note that our findings are within the IT field particularly AIOps. Beyond this field, we had no intention to generalize our results, but we believe
that the value of our MLR should not be undermined.
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

This study aims to identify the definition of AIOps, the benefits gained from it, and the
challenges an organization might face. It is expected that this study will help to achieve
a deeper and wider understanding of this field from a practitioner’s point of view based
on literature.
In this study, a MLR was conducted based on Google Scholar and Google Search.
As a result, 27 sources were identified after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria
(see Table 2). Among them, only 9 were academic literature, and the remaining 18
consists of grey literature. The findings reveal that AIOps is defined as an approach for
automating and enhancing IT operations through ML and analytics to identify and respond to IT operational issues in real-time. AIOps evolves from the need to track and
manage the highly demanding big data and advanced analytics strategies with adequate
means. In other words, AIOps can be thought of as continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) for core IT functions.
Moreover, a set of benefits and challenges related to AIOps were identified. As AIOps is not yet fully developed, it upholds challenges such as IT organizations questioning the efficiency of AI and ML, poor quality of data affecting the results, lack of engineering effort to think strategically about reshaping the approach, processes, and organizations to account for the new realities of digital business. On the other side, adopting a AIOps solution will not only have improved human-AI collaboration, but also,
AIOps monitors the IT work, analyze the root cause, and speeds up troubleshooting by
saving the time of IT teams. In addition, AIOps could foster proactive IT work, improve
the MTTR and provide a solution to difficult and unusual problems in IT operation.
Given the increasing attention that AIOps has gained from practitioners, further research is needed to better understand how AIOps provides human augmentation to enhance human productivity in terms of senses, cognition, and human action. Taking this
into account, authors aim at continuing this work by investigating specific aspects on
the connection of AIOps with DevOps and DevSecOps environments, including needed
competences and pipelines towards the integration of security aspects in the automation
picture. A second proposed line of research is the one devoted to investigating aspects
on IT Governance and IT compliance and their cascading over AIOps tools and processes. Finally, authors would like to work on the integration of ITSM methods and
frameworks (e.g. ITIL) in AIOps-enabled IT service operations.

Appendix A. List of sources included in the MLR

1

Reference

Year

Authors

Title

[1]

2020

Gulenko, A.,
Acker, A., Kao,
O., Liu, F.

AI-Governance and Levels of Automation for AIOps-supported System
Administration

Type
Conference

15
2

[3]

2020

Notaro, P., Cardoso,
J.,
Gerndt, M.
Levin, A., Garion, S., Kolodner, E.K., Lorenz, D.H., Barabash, K., Kugler, M.,
McShane, N.
IBM Cloud Education
Dang, Y., Lin,
Q., Huang, P.

3

[14]

2019

4

[18]

2020

5

[22]

2019

6
7

[34]
[37]

2017
2019

8

[44]

Techopedia

9
10

[45]
[46]

Not
available
2020
2018

11

[47]

2020

Oehrlich, E.

12

[48]

2018

Jacob, S.

13
14

[49]
[50]

Mercina, P.
Moogsoft

15

[51]

2019
Not
available
2019

16

[52]

2019

OPTANIX

17

[53]

2018

Paskin, S.

18

[54]

2020

CloudFabrix

Lerner, A
OpsRamp

Sagemo, I.
Oats, M.

Rogers, P.

A Systematic Mapping
Study in AIOps
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